
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – a World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty.  

Round 18 – Extra Packet  

1. A type of schizophrenia caused by a shared demonic possession recognized among this people is known as ukuthwasa 
[oo-koo-THWA-sa]. Orphans among these people are burdened with a type of shame known as uburhanka [oo-bur-
HAN-ka], or lack of identity, and a custom of umbilical burial gives rise to a traditional identity inquiry translating to 
“where is your navel?” Womanhood begins among this people via the Intonjane [in-ton-JA-nay] Rite. One of the 
ancestors of this people was a diviner and the other a warrior whose power base was located in the Amathole [a-ma-THO-
lay] Mountains. This group whose members include the Mfengu of Zimbabwe claims all the land between the Mbhashe and 
Gamtoos Rivers, and is mainly divided between the amaRharabe [a-ma-ra-RA-bay] and the amaGcaleka [a-ma-g!a-LE-ka] 
tribes, which can be found inland as far as the Winterberg. FTP, name this people group of the Eastern Cape Province who 
successfully petitioned the government of South Africa to rename the city of Port Elizabeth to Gqeberha [k!e-BER-ha]. 

Answer: Xhosa 

2. A World War II-era bomb which did not explode nonetheless left only fragments of paintings executed by Camille 
Alliaudi for this structure as well as a medallion depicting the monarch that commissioned its modern remaking. That 
restoration occurred following a series of fires, one of which was rumored to have been started by an occult session of 
General Rayevsky, following which it was redesigned by Konstantin Mayevsky. The original one had been modeled on a 
residence of Hetman Razumovsky in Perovo. A monument to General Vatutin is located in a park named for this structure on 
the northwest edge of Konstytutsii Square. This former host of a Taras Shevchenko [shev-CHEN-ko] Museum contains a 
diplomatic foyer known as the White Hall, and is located adjacent to the Verkhovna Rada in the district of Pechersk. FTP, 
name this Rastrelli-designed palace overlooking the Dnieper River, the ceremonial home of the President of the Ukraine. 

Answer: Mariyinsky Palace or Mariyinsky Dvor 

3. This city claims the world’s first earthquake-resistant wooden mosque in its nearby hamlet of Dehkadi Chubi. The 
blue and yellow-tiled dome of the Imam Marugh Mausoleum lies south of this city’s Saeedi gardens. Much of the tile 
of this city exhibits stonework featuring a mineral sourced on a scree slope beneath Mt. Ali-Mersai, including the 
Qadamgah. What remains of the glory of its first incarnation lies within the Kohandejh excavation area, as a 
daughter of Genghis Khan ordered a 10-day massacre of this city’s inhabitants to avenge the death of Toquchar [to-
ku-CHAR]. That old city’s Shadiyakh Palace was home to a poet who wrote of a hoopoe who sends thirty birds on the Quest 
of the Simorgh, as well as the Sufi Ilahi-Nama. Another poet native to this city is known for his theory on the nth root of 
numbers and invented the Jalali Calendar. FTP, name this home of the apothecary of Firad ud-Din which contains the 
Mausoleum of Omar Khayyam, located in Razavi Khorasan province, known for its turquoise. 

Answer: Neyshabur (or Nishapur) 

4. On May 5th, candles are placed in a river of this city to herald the coming of the savior Baba Fingo, part of the Roma 
festival of Kakava. The ancient ruins of Uskudama are believed to lie beneath its suburb of Karaağac [ka-RA-yaj]. A 
tower in this city contains the Stone of Respect, a petitionary column, as well as the Stone of Warning, containing the 
heads of those who angered a ruler who once occupied it. A covered bazaar in this city is covered by two rows of seven 
domes and is attached to its Eski Çami [eski-CHA-mi] Mosque; more famous are its Mosque of the Serpent, and the 
Uç Şerefeli [ooch she-RE-fe-li] and Selimiye Mosque [se-le-MEE-ya], designed by Sinan. The aforementioned ruler Murad 
II built the Eski Sarayı, or Old Palace in this city whose Conqueror Bridge spans the Tunca [TOON-cha] River, which meets 
the Marica to the west of this city. FTP, name this city which in antiquity was the site of a battle between the Visigoths and 
the emperor Valens, the former capital of the Ottoman Empire before it was moved to Istanbul. 

Answer: Edirne or Adrianople 

5. This city lies at the northwestern end of their native people’s namesake Triangle, whose eastern end is defined by the 
N’Zi River. A recent leader of that people group, whose name refers to a child sacrifice made while crossing the 
Comoe River, is depicted in stained glass in this city ascending to heaven alongside Jesus Christ. A palace in this city 
is known for a population of sacred crocodiles which inhabit the crescent-shaped Cayman Lake, but which often 
escape to devour local children. This city’s commune was carved out of a district named in part for another lake created by 
the Kossou Dam. This Baoulé [bow-LAY)-speaking city was formerly named for N’Go, an aunt of its namesake who saved a 



French governor from a revolt of the Akoué People. Local Iroko wood was chosen for the roughly 7,000 pews found in a 
place of worship designed by Pierre Fakhoury in this city that is now the largest basilica in the world. FTP, name this city 
known for the Basilica of Notre Dame de Paix, the capital of Côte d’Ivoire. 

Answer: Yamoussoukro 

6. Early archaeological sites in this polity include the Mousterian culture of the Gazma Caves and the early city 
Ovchular Tepesi, home to some very early salt mines. The Biblical founder of this polity owned a vessel said to be 
responsible for a cleft in the mountain Ilundag, and is said to be buried not far from the Momune Katun Mausoleum. 
An ethnic cleansing campaign in this polity erroneously ascribes many tombstones to the ancestors of the Udi people, 
but they actually belong to the ethnicity of painter Lukis Aguletsi, whose work is described in the now banned novel 
Stone Dreams. Other graves in this polity include those at a cemetery in Julfa whose many khachkar [HACH-kar] 
monuments were destroyed in a 1990s era cultural genocide campaign. The victims of that genocide now occupy a nation 
north of the Zangezur Mountains, while its perpetrators must cross the River Aras to reach Yevlax. FTP, name this 
autonomous republic, its nation’s first province to secede from the Soviet Union, a western exclave of Azerbaijan. 

Answer: Nakhichevan or Naxçivan 

7. The southeasternmost band of the Tukudeka [too-koo-DE-ka] people dwelled in these mountains, where they 
quarried their unique steatite cauldrons and invented a spiral timber trap for corralling the prey that gave them their 
Anglophone name. Its east end hosts the sinks and springs of the Popo Agie [po-PO-zhe] River. A polity extending into 
the north portion of this range administers a hundred-mile long roadless area within it which includes the Titcomb 
Basin; that polity groups two adversarial peoples, who had been historically led by chiefs Black Coal and Crooked 
Leg. Its nation’s oldest form of transhumance ends near this range’s Union Pass, near its northwestern junction with the Gros 
Ventre Range, having started in Pinedale. Containing the Cirque of the Towers, the source of the Green River, and the largest 
glacier in the Rockies, FTP, name these remote mountains, the traditional boundary of the Arapaho [a-RA-pa-ho] and 
Shoshone peoples, which hosts Gannett Peak, whose southeast end is located at the Oregon Trail’s South Pass over the 
Continental Divide, named for a waterway which later joins the Yellowstone under the name Big Horn. 

Answer: Wind River Range (prompt on “Rocky Mountains”) 

8. A building sold by Michael III and previously controlled by this structure later housed such documents as the Karaite 
Correspondence of Ascalon. Stylistic elements of earlier versions of this building were copied by the White and Red 
Monasteries as well as the Church the Virgin of Relief, including the khurus. A notable prayer recited at this church 
dates from St. Peter, Last of Martyrs, who led it until his beheading at the behest of Diocletian, and a festival 
centering on its founder’s severed head takes place annually on the 30th of Paope. Notable rebuildings and relocations of 
this church were preceded over by John III and Demetrius II, and it is currently found at the center of a triangle defined by 
the Saad Zaghloul, Al Aqbat and El Naby Daniel Streets. It was founded by a saint who was arrested and dragged through the 
streets during the Festival of Serapis. Shenouda II was the last leader of this church to complete his primacy there, though 
Tawadros II still bears a title referring to this church, though now dwelling in Cairo. FTP, name this first seat of the Pope of 
Alexandria, the historical seat of the Coptic faith. 

Answer: St. Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral of Alexandria or Morkosia (do not accept “St. Mark’s of Cairo”) 

9. Investigation of this place by a Scandinavian team led to suggestions that its many red dots were caused by dipping 
bolas in its staining media and flinging them into the air. Carlos Gradin wrote the defining thesis of this location, in 
which four stylistic groups were outlined, the first of which, a compendium of ambush tactics, was likely ended by the 
eruption of the Hudson Volcano. Stream piracy of the Baker River was likely the reason for this site’s abandonment, 
as this caused the guanacos it depicts to seek other sources for water. This site’s main features were dated to its continent’s 
Archaic period using bone pipes that were used to blow paint made from kaolin, hematite and natrojarosite [na-tro-JA-ro-site] 
onto its walls. This important shelter of the Toldense people was re-discovered in 1941 by Italian missionary Alberto Maria 
de Agostini. Accessed from nearby Perito Moreno, FTP, name this UNESCO world heritage site located in a canyon of the 
Río Pinturas, a cave in Argentina known for its black and red stenciled overlapping outlines of the namesake appendage. 

Answer: La Cueva de los Manos or the Cave of the Hands (prompt on “Francisco Perito Moreno National Park”) 

10. An original monument to the five dominant families of this city, including the Shqair and Jerias, includes five lions, 
but was ordered dismantled by Moshe Biton. Those families descend from the Haddadeen, who were most likely 
Ghassanid Christians from Al Kerak. Descendants of those Christians in this city now pass from church to church a 
torch from the Church of the Holy Sepulcher on its Saturday of Light Festival. The majority religious community in this city 
worships at the Jamal Abdel Nasser Mosque. The Dunia Trade Center was constructed in this city’s upscale neighborhood of 



Al-Masyoun, but its growth is currently restricted by the settlements of Psagot and Beit El. The south road to this city begins 
at the Qalandiya Refugee Camp and ends at Al Manara Square, the epicenter of the Intifadas. FTP, name this home of the 
Mukataa Fortress and the Arafat Mausoleum and administrative capital of Palestine. 

Answer: Ramallah 

11. An explorer of this body of water named an island within it “the Four Pillars,” a reference to a type of cryogeologic 
formation believed by its native inhabitants to be the remains of the first people, the Kigilyakhs [ki-gil-YAKS]. 
Another island, which is named for that explorer, meets this body of water at Blossom Point. A river entering this 
body of water is sourced in an impact crater lake that is oddly glacier-free, Lake Elgygytgyn [el-gee-GEET-gin], and 
enters a gulf of it that also receives the Paryavaam and hosts its nation’s northernmost seaport, which is home to a notable 
floating nuclear power plant. Though most of its shallow depth consists of riverine bays such as that aforementioned Gulf of 
Chaun, deep trenches exist in this body of water between the Kolyma and Indigirka Rivers. The De Long Islands are the 
northern boundary of this shallow body of water which grades into the Chukchi Sea past Cape Billings and Wrangel Island. 
Pevek is the largest port on, FTP, what sea of the Artic Ocean whose western boundary is the Laptev Sea? 

Answer: East Siberian Sea or Vostochnoye Sibirskoye Morye 

12. Replicas of this place, the largest and most ornate of the complexes depicted on maps known as “Pats,” exist at 
Mehrauli and at Siddhachalam [si-DA-cha-lam], New Jersey. A hunting festival of the Santhal people takes place on 
this peak which is celebrated on the first full moon of Vaisakh. The Chapada Kund is a sacred pond on this mountain 
on which is found the stream Sheetal, and much of the reverence for this peak is reserved for the portion beyond the 
Gondharva Nala. Monuments found on this mountain include the Aranatha [a-ra-NA-tha] and the Adinath as well as the 
Chandra Prabhu, and the largest of its temples is the Jal Mandir, those temples being referred to as tonks. Its name means 
“place of concentration,” as 20 of the 24 Tirthankaras [tir-THAN-ka-ras] attained Moksha while meditating on this mountain. 
Located on the Chota Nagpur Plateau, FTP, name this holiest mountain in Jainism, whose host range is named for the 23rd 
Tirthankara, and which is also the highest point in India’s Jharkhand State. 

Answer: Shri Samad Shikharji or Parasnath Hill or Marang Buru 

13. This peak’s Russian Head Glacier released a deadly water burst in 1892 that killed 175 people. The crevasses of its 
treacherous Bossons Glacier are notable for ensconcing objects like a box of gems from a crashed Air India flight and 
three bodies from an expedition of Joseph Hamel. A neutrino-measuring experiment focused on a tunnel beneath this 
mountain’s secondary summit, the Midi Needle. The valleys of the Arve and the Ferret bound this mountain to the west 
and east. Its Dolent summit marks an international tri-point, one of whose borders proceeds along the ridge of the Grande 
Jorasses [grand jo-RAS] and the Rochefort [ROSH-fort]. The Mer de Glace is the largest of the glaciers on this peak, two of 
which carved the Courmayeur and Chamonix [sha-mo-NIX] Valleys, which separate the Savoy and Pennine portions of its 
parent range. FTP, name this highest peak in the Alps named for its shining white icecap. 

Answer: Mont Blanc or Monte Bianco 

14. A hill in this city is the home of the bird Te Keo, which mourned the fate of a figure who perished in the shallows of a 
lake when Ngake barreled through its southern bluffs to create its harbor. Later, a mythic explorer was castrated by a 
reef in that harbor, creating a rock known as Kupe’s Front. The highest portion of this city is known as Khandallah Park, 
which lies on Kaukau Hill, which owes its elevation to a fault running through Long Gully that also created its industrial 
district of Hutt Valley. The Kapiti Coast is the western terminus of this city’s suburban sprawl, which includes Vogeltown, 
while its easternmost point rests on the Miramar Peninsula, which is found at the end of the isthmus of Rongotai. Its central 
district rests a peninsula known as the Head of the Fish of Maui, and its first cottage, known as the Old Shebang, was 
constructed on Cuba Street. The Beehive is the executive wing of a parliament in this city. FTP, name this city on the Cook 
Strait, the home of the Thorndon residence and capital of New Zealand. 

Answer: Wellington or Te Whanganui a Tara 

15. The Soper River forms part of a park corridor linking this body of water to Kimmirut Harbor, and includes eleven 
sod-houses which stand over a whale midden site on Peterhead Inlet. In a city on this body of water, Joamie Hill 
overlooks its Koojeesee Inlet, which was named for a guide in the employ of an explorer who used the mouth of the 
Sylvia Grinnell River as a base camp. The first Anglican New World Communion was celebrated on the shores of this 
body of water by the minister Robert Wolfall; and the date of that communion was September 3, 1578, which is especially 
revered by worshippers who use an igloo-shaped church that oversees the largest Anglican diocese in the world. The Everett 
Mountains form the eastern edge of this bay, which is twice as high as the western edge, in part due to uneven tilting 
following the melting of the Foxe Glacier. Wayne Bay and Ward Inlet are found north of Augustus and Bruce Islands in this 



bay, which is located between the Meta Incognita Peninsula and the Hall Peninsula. FTP, what is this inlet of the Davis Strait 
on which the capital of Nunavut, Iqaluit, may be found? 

Answer: Frobisher Bay 

16. Though this city is one of the most expensive in the world, nearly seventy percent of its population dwells in 
shantytowns known as musseques, from which its Catholic diocese oversees resettlements such as a notable mass 
eviction from its neighborhood of Maiombe in 2005. This city’s double-domed Nossa Senhora dos Remedios [NO-sa 
sen-YO-ra dos re-ME-di-os] may be found on the western edge of its central Mutamba district. Much of the nightlife in 
this city is found on its Ilha do Cabo Peninsula, though its modern promenade is anchored by the bayfront Marginal District, 
which includes a pink-painted bank designed by Vasco Regaleira. The star-shaped Fortaleza do São Miguel, which houses an 
Armed Forces Museum that exhibits the arms of the Mbundu people, also exhibits weapons used in its nation’s long civil 
war. FTP, name this largest Lusophone city outside Brazil, home of Agostino Neto University, the capital of Angola. 

Answer: Luanda 

17. The main concert hall on this island was built on top of a cemetery destroyed in protest of the British invasion of the 
Suez. An album named for this place subtitled “Through the Strings of Time” was compiled by a violist from this 
settlement, which also saw the birth of the composer of the Legend of the Red Lantern. Its Bright Moon Garden and 
its highest point, Sunlight Rock host statues of a pirate’s son whose battles are common subjects of bunraku dramas, 
and who had his headquarters on this island’s Dragon Head Hill. This island contains a notable Organ Museum within its 
Eight Diagrams Mansion, and has its nation’s highest per capita piano ownership. This former stronghold of Koxinga was 
opened to foreigners following the Opium Wars and is known for its Amoy Deco architecture. FTP, name this island port in 
the Lujiang River, an early international community off the coast of Xiamen [hsia-men] in Fujian Province. 

Answer: Gulangyu or Kulangsu or Amoy before mentioned (Prompt on “Xiamen”) 

18. A demon known as Locyta who is said to inhabit a town in this province was once implicated in the inability of several 
persons to confess to night flights to the island of Blockula according to children whose accusations may have 
influenced the Salem Witch Trials. That town lies on the edge of its continent’s largest impact crater, which is 
implicated in the Late Frasnian extinction event. Its nation’s first mint was located at its town of Säter which utilized 
metals from mines whose workers swelled the ranks of the Engelbrekt Rebellion. Those mines include the Store Kopparberg, 
which was served by a blast furnace at Avesta, and the aforementioned witch-trying city of Mora was the nucleus of another 
miners’ revolt which eventually toppled Christian II. This province’s fiercely independent culture gives rise to a unique 
musicology that inspired a namesake rhapsody by Hugo Alfven, his third. FTP, name this province containing the Ring of 
Siljan and the lake of Runn as well as the city of Falun, known for a namesake dialect of Swedish which was the last to make 
use of the runic script. 

Answer: Dalecarlia or Dalarna 

19. This city’s native Buscajas [bus-KA-has] people destroyed its earliest incarnation, which was founded on the orders of 
Pascual Andragoya [an-dra-GO-ya]. Abandoned rail lines in this city are plied by rigged bench platforms driven by 
the rear wheel of a motorcycle known as Brujitas [bru-HEE-tas], which provide the only access to its inland San 
Cipriano wetlands. This city is a cultural center of its nation’s peoples of African ancestry, many of whom live in 
Bazán, which includes the ecological reserve of Piangüita [pian-goo-EE-ta]. Most of this city’s densest development 
occurs on Cascajal [KAS-ka-hal] Island, which is located between the southern San Antonio and northern Gamboa estuaries. 
This city is accessed by the Via al Mar highway, which passes through Loboguerrero [lo-bo-ge-RE-ro] across the Cordillera 
Occidental [kor-di-YE-ra ok-si-den-TAL]. Much of the violence in this city is due to the activities of the Combas brothers. 
FTP, name this city, Colombia’s most populous Pacific port, located 50 miles northwest of Cali. 

Answer: Buenaventura 

20. The Garavek Theater in this city promulgates its mythic history, which includes the story of Pu Nyoe and Ya Nyoe, 
who are crushed to death by a giant vine while saving the world. That tale, the Nithan Khun Lo, features the namesake 
legendary founder of this city. Each morning in this city, the penitent line its main street for the Tak Bat ceremony, or alms 
giving, to monks of this city. Most of the peninsula this city is located on is visible from Vat Chom Si, which crowns the 
summit of Mt. Phou Si. A thong idol in this city believed to have been cast in Ceylon is taken from the grounds of Haw Pha 
Ban to Vat Mai during the procession of Pimai; that idol, which confers ruling legitimacy, gives the second part of this city’s 
name, the first simply meaning “royal.” FTP, name this city at the confluence of the Nam Khan and the Mekong which lost 
most of its function to Vientiane following the revolution of the Pathet Lao. 

Answer: Luang Prabang 



21. This river flows past its nation’s oldest Cistercian monastery, known as Our Lady of the Wheel. The El Fangar Bay 
was formed from the advance of this river’s delta, which cut the Ampostan Harbor off from the sea. Most of this 
river’s hydroelectric projects are based on the La Noguera Valley, above which are found the rapids of the Conchas 
de Haro [KON-chas de A-ro] on its upper canyons. In its middle reaches this river narrows as it passes through the 
stunted juniper of the Calanda Desert. Coastal mountains like the Serra de Cardó restrict navigability on its Terragonian 
[te-ra-GO-ni-an] Delta to only 15 miles to the city of Tortosa. This river, which supports the wine-distributing center of 
Logroño after rising in the Cantabrian [kan-TA-bri-an] Mountains, once formed the boundary between the Carthaginian and 
Roman empires and today forms the boundary between La Rioja [la ri-O-ha] and Aragon. FTP, name this second longest 
river of Spain which lends its name to the peninsula it is on. 

Answer: Ebro or Iberus 

22. The east route ascending this peak features the Giant’s Billiard Table and the Ithambu Plateau, while challenging 
landscapes on it include the Vertical Bog and several miles of solifluction-induced patterned mounds located near 
Mugi Hill. Two endonyms for this mountain refer to dark brown patches which alternate with its glaciers, and 
translate to “owner of ostriches.” In addition to those Embu and Meru endonyms, this peak is the mythic origin of a people 
who refer to it as Ol Doinyo Keri, or the Mountain of Stripes, one of which is the Lewis Glacier. The Gate of the Mists 
cleaves its central plug, which rises to its peaks of Batian and Nelion, whose glaciers supply the Ewaso Ng’iro and Tana 
rivers. FTP, name this three-summitted mountain, the center of a geopolitical autobiography by its nation’s first president 
whose title refers to the tendency of Kikuyu people to build doorways opening onto its vista, the second highest mountain in 
Africa. 

Answer: Mt. Kenya or Kirimaga or Kĩrĩnyaga or Kerenyaa 

23. One theory states that this district was named from a kind of cart used to transport wares by the Tatars. A statue of 
Turandot graces the frontage of this neighborhood’s Vakhtangov Theatre, named for an Ossetian-born actor who 
performed there. The character Sasha Pankratov was exiled from this neighborhood in a novel by a likewise-exiled 
author entitled Children of [this place] following a period of wealthy emigration away from it to the mansions of 
Tverskaya. The Church of Salvation on the Sand and the Chapel of Boris and Gleb are two of its chief religious buildings. A 
battle fought in this strategic neighborhood saw Joachim Murat use it to access its city’s center, but found it deserted. This 
former headquarters of the Oprichnina surrounds a passage which begins at the intersection of Vozdvizhenka [voz-dvi-
ZHEN-ka]  and the Boulevard Ring and it passes southwest to the Garden Ring. Formerly known as Ulitsa Smolenskaya 
[smo-len-SKA-ya], FTP, name this artistic district of Moscow named for its 15th Century thoroughfare. 

Answer: The Arbatskaya  

24. An eight-sided object involved at a ceremony that takes place at this complex once blinded a soldier trying to force 
open a box containing it. Another is a replica of an object found in the fourth tail of an eight headed serpent. The only 
original item used in that ceremony is likely a Gogok jewel imported from Silla. Three paintings housed in this 
complex depict a lion dancer, and red and white camellias. Disasters affecting this structure included two 
conflagrations, one of which, the Meireki Fire destroyed a dungeon which cleared the way for the Tokagakudo [to-ka-ga-
KU-do] Music Hall, and the other that consumed the former military residence of the Nishinomaru [ni-shi-no-MA-ru]. Those 
structures are now encompassed by its East Gardens. The main building in this complex replaced a structure built by Ota 
Dokan, is accessed by the Sheimon Ishibashi [ee-shi-BA-shi] Bridge and is the Kyuden Palace, though its garden of Fukiage 
[foo-ki-YA-ge] houses its principal residence. Located at the center of the Chiyoda Ward of its host city, this is, FTP, what 
home of Naruhito in Tokyo? 

Answer: The Imperial Palace of Tokyo or Kokyo 

25. This landmass’s main west coast glacier was named for the main officer of the Gauss Expedition who was later 
captain of the ill-fated Deutschland. That Vahsel Glacier terminates at the Pageos Moraine at Erratic Point past Cape 
Gazert. This landmass’s intricate northwest coast, which includes Mt. Drygalski, also includes Schmidt and Baudissin 
Glaciers, which reach Corinthian Bay just east of the Azorella Peninsula. This landmass was the subject of experiments 
which successfully sent low frequency signals from the vessels Cory Chouest and Amy Choest through the ocean to the North 
American coasts. The only evidence of pre 20th Century human habitation comes from a series of vile-smelling shacks at Oil 
Barrel Point, and a building set up by a captain of the Oriental who sighted Cape Arcona and left a headquarters at Atlas 
Cove. FTP, name this island of the Southern Indian Ocean whose Big Ben is Australia’s only active volcano, a peak of which 
is Mt. Mawson, the highest in Australian territory. 

Answer: Heard Island 



26. Flooding which destroyed this city’s Soto neighborhood and caused landslides around El Barrinche Hill caused 
damage that still persists due to the lack of a recovery plan which never materialized due to the death of mayor Cesar 
Castellanos [ka-ste-YA-nos], whose helicopter crashed in its wake. Cloud forests that border the parrot sanctuary of 
La Tigra National Park are found northeast of this city. The district of La Leona overlooks its central district, which 
includes is baroque Basilica of Suyapa and St. Michael’s Cathedral. This city is one of the few world capitals lacking 
railroads, which is bizarre considering its origin as a gold and silver mining camp of the Lenca and Tolupan people on Mount 
Picacho. Supplies must be trucked in from Puerto Cortes, its international airport at Toncontín having too stunted a runway 
due to surrounding mountains. This metropolis formed after being merged with a city across the Choluteca River which was 
named for its nation’s first capital, Comayagua [ko-ma-YA-gwa]. FTP, name this capital of Honduras. 

Answer: Tegucigalpa 

27. The Dornburg is a ringed hill-fort in this state belonging to the Celtic La Tene Culture, which was eventually 
displaced by the Chatti people. Before that, Eocene limnic eruptions in this state created the Messel Pit, a bioherm 
which was saved from becoming a landfill. The largest continuous mass of basalt in continental Europe makes up its 
extensively wooded Vogels Mountains, which is drained by the Rhön, and the Fulda and Werra [VE-ra] rivers meet to form 
the Weser [VE-ser] in its northern reaches. The plain of the Ried separates the Westerwald [VES-ter-vald] and Spessart 
Forests which lie on its main highland. The Carolingian Abbey at Lorsch, known for its Torhall, supposedly lies atop the 
barrow of Siegfried. A large industrial city in its southwest contains its nation’s major stock market and now contains the 
Central Bank of the European Union. FTP, name this state with capital Wiesbaden [VEES-ba-den] and home to Germany’s 
first freely elected parliament in its largest city, Frankfurt am Main, known for exporting fierce mercenaries. 

Answer: Hessen 

28. An intratribal conflict in this valley began when the inhabitants of the Lodario settlement killed two rebels and chased 
away a splinter group led by a woman named Maya. That people use the endonym Dslala. Another of the peoples of 
this valley revere a bird called the xokeke [sho-KE-ke], which they believe carry ancestor spirits; that people rescued 
nine survivors when that bird, actually an airplane, crashed on the Ituí River following surviving a devastating 
epidemic introduced by the FUNAI agency. SIL missionaries stopped a civil war centered in this valley caused by the raiding 
habits of the Matsés people, who kidnapped women from the villages of Yaquerana [ya-ke-RA-na] and were nearly 
exterminated by napalm bombing in return. Sydney Possuelo entered this valley in 2002 in search of a tribe he called the 
“Arrow People.” FTP, name this indigenous territory of Amazonas state which contains the world’s highest concentration of 
uncontacted peoples, and is named for a river which forms Brazil’s border with Peru. 

Answer: Javari Valley or Vale do Javari (prompt on “Amazon,” “Amazonas,” etc) 

29. In addition to its Polish blood, the city of Swindon hosts the largest community of natives of this island. An inverted 
crescent shaped range which stretches from the Long Range Peninsula to a talus slope known as the Gates of Chaos 
wraps around its southern harbor of Sandy Bay and contains its highest point, Diana’s Peak, which hosts its endemic 
cabbage trees. A decommissioned funicular now known as Jacob’s Ladder accesses this island’s main fortress in Half 
Tree Hollow, which was mainly used for executions. Another fortress now gives its only landlocked district of Alarm Forest 
its name, and notably guarded a figure who was later buried in Sane Valley. A concentration camp set up on this island, 
whose victims now lie beneath its St. Paul’s Cathedral, interned two children of king Dinizulu during the Boer Wars. Another 
of this island’s royal residents dwelled at Longwood House. FTP, name this island best known for that resident, a former 
emperor, who was confined there after losing the Battle of Waterloo. 

Answer: St. Helena 

30. The Lape and Ora Rivers in this island’s isolated interior separate its Merei and Moroua peoples, who practice 
agroforestry, while its Serkar clan maintains its Loru forest preserve, which hosts its endemic Megapode and 
Mountain Starling. A cult based on this island reveres a figure whose death coincided with “the shining,” which 
occurred over this island’s highest point, Mt. Tabwemasana [tab-we-ma-SA-na]. It’s not in the Solomon Islands, but 
the confluence of the Sarakata River and the Bay of Velit on this island featured an early base of JFK’s PT-109 
operations. A breakaway state centered on this island was based at Farafo and was nominally run by this island’s Nagriamel 
Movement, and was the Republic of Vemerana, though was controlled by arms dealer Jimmy Stevens and the Phoenix 
Foundation. This island once featured a British-French condominium administered from Hog Harbor, but is now 
administered from Luganville. FTP, name this island formerly called Marina, the westernmost and largest island of Vanuatu. 

Answer: Espirito Santo 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. A leader in this city directly controls the nearby Burabay Forest, a rare interruption in its dominant landscape. That 
forest lies within a district surrounding, but not including, this city, which contains a large German population 
instrumental to 20th Century agricultural reforms, but which agitated for an autonomous district at Ereymentau [e-
re-MEN-tau]. A National University for the Arts in this city occupies a bowl inside a giant blue diagonally truncated 
cone known as the Shabyt. This home of the Shining World Sphere and the Baiterek Tower also contains a Sir Norman 
Foster-designed pyramid that houses its Palace of Peace and Reconciliation, as well as the largest tent in the world, the Khan 
Shatyr. In Soviet times this city on the Ishim River was the poster child for the Virgin Lands campaign, and was named 
Tselinograd, but is now named after a former occupant of its Ak Orda Presidential Palace. FTP, what is this capital city 
formerly named Aqmola and Astana but renamed for the first president of its nation, Kazakhstan? 

Answer: Nur-Sultan 

32. An early people inhabiting the upper reaches of this river use three names for it, which include River of the 
Traversing Lake, the Red Cedar, and a name that means “miserable, wretched dirty water river” between Cass Lake 
and Leach Lake. Downstream, this river formed the cultural livelihood of peoples like the Koroa and Taensa. An 
adaptation of the Cupid and Psyche myth featuring Clement Musgrove takes place in its fictional town of Rodney’s Landing. 
In another novel, the vessel Boreas wins a race with the Amaranth on this river when the latter’s boilers explode. Historic 
floods on this river have also involved events on upstream lakes like the Pepin and lower ones like the Beulah; that lower 
basin flood contributed to deplorable working conditions along the Greenville Levee which swelled the already-in-progress 
Great Migration. This river’s deepest point occurs shortly before English Turn, as silt near its tributary town of Buras 
deposits due to its tidal bore, which has shaped its birdfoot delta. FTP, name this river whose source was discovered by 
Henry Rowe Schoolcraft at Lake Itasca that flows into the Gulf of Mexico in Louisiana. 

Answer: Mississippi River (the novels are The Robber Bridegroom and The Gilded Age) 

33. A colony on this mountain was established by German draft-dodger Johann Handl, who briefly mined pumice, but his 
only contribution to it was the introduction of the Black Rat. One chronicle of this mountain noted confusion over the 
source of pumice collected from the sea it its vicinity with that of an earlier event at Keeling Atoll. The lighthouse of 
Anjer was destroyed by that event on this mountain. The Pustaka Raja refers to a mountain called Kapi that stood at 
approximately the location of this mountain whose destruction caused a tsunami which swept from Batuwara to Rajabasa. 
Islands named Polish Hat, Lang, Sertung and Rakata are all that remain visible of this mountain’s original mass, though a 
small island called Anak, or “child of” [this mountain] consists of four merged cones. This mountain once featured on the 
100-rupiah banknote. FTP, what is this caldera in the Sunda Strait whose eruption was audible as far as Australia and caused 
the 1884 “Year without a Summer?” 

Answer: Gunung Krakatoa or Krakatau 


